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Breakdown of 2mm symmetry in electron diffraction
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Abstract

Electron diffraction patterns of single-walled carbon nanotubes always have 2mm symmetry regardless if the nanotubes them-

selves have such symmetry. We here show that, for the case of multiwalled carbon nanotubes, the 2mm symmetry can break down

when coherent interferences of the electron waves from two different shells take place such as when two shells of the same helicity but

their chiral indices (u,v) have opposite evenness/oddity. Both an experimental electron diffraction pattern and analytic analysis are

presented to demonstrate the conditions under which the 2mm symmetry breaks down in the electron diffraction patterns of mul-

tiwalled carbon nanotubes.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The symmetry of electron diffraction provides deep

insights in the determination and understanding of the

atomic structure of materials, which governs their prop-

erties. Structure determination of carbon nanotubes, a
one-dimensional nanoscale material having many

extraordinary chemical and physical properties [1–3],

has been a great challenge since their discovery [4].

Although electron diffraction has been playing an indis-

pensable role in determining the atomic structure (both

diameter and helicity) of carbon nanotubes [4–13], the

symmetry properties of electron diffraction from carbon

nanotubes have not been well studied in the literature,
not to mention that there still exist controversy and con-

fusion [14].

Single-walled carbon nanotubes are periodic in their

axial direction. Due to the finite size of carbon nano-

tubes in the radial directions, the electron diffraction
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spots are elongated perpendicular to the tubule axis

and therefore form diffraction layer lines. Given the

small diameter of carbon nanotubes, the kinematical

theory of electron diffraction is usually sufficient to de-

scribe the scattering of electrons by carbon nanotubes

[15,16]. A detailed analysis based on the kinematical the-
ory of diffraction indicates that the electron diffraction

patterns of single-walled carbon nanotubes always show

2mm symmetry even though the nanotube structure it-

self may not always possess such symmetry [17]. On

the other hand, the inversion symmetry �1 governed by

the Friedel�s law is always preserved in the electron dif-

fraction patterns of carbon nanotubes.

In this Letter, we will analyze the symmetry of elec-
tron diffraction from multiwalled carbon nanotubes

and give the conditions under which the 2mm symmetry

is broken. An experimental electron diffraction pattern

from a multiwalled carbon nanotube consisting of five

concentric shells is used to demonstrate the breakdown

of 2mm symmetry and the observations are explained

with the aid of algebraic analysis as well as numerical

simulations.
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2. Theory

The atomic structure of a single-walled carbon nano-

tube of chiral indices (u,v), formed by wrapping up

seamlessly a graphene about a chosen axis, can be

defined by the perimeter vector A
*

¼ ua
*
1 þ va

*
2

(a
*
1 and a

*
2 are the basis vectors on the graphene plane

with magnitude a1 = a2 = a0 = 0.246 nm and inter-angle

60�). A multiwalled carbon nanotube consists of multi-

ple concentric shells with inter-tubular distances similar

to the inter-planar spacing of graphite (�0.335 nm). The

structure factor for a multiwalled carbon nanotube of N

shells can be expressed as a coherent sum of the scatter-

ing amplitude from each individual shell

F ðR;U;ZÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

f d Z � lj
cj

� �X
n;m

vjðn;mÞcjðn;mÞJnðpdjRÞ

� exp in Uþ p
2

� �h i
expðiujÞ; ð1Þ

where (R,U,Z) are the cylindrical coordinates in the re-

ciprocal space, j denotes the jth tubule (uj,vj) of axial

periodicity cj and diameter dj, f is the atomic scattering

amplitude of carbon for electrons, uj specifies the phase
shift for the jth shell relative to the reference shell in the

real space, and

vjðn;mÞ ¼ 1þ exp 2pi
nþ ð2uj þ vjÞm

3uj

� �
; ð2Þ

cjðn;mÞ ¼
1� exp �2pi nþ mvj

� �	 

1� exp �2pi nþ mvj

� �
=uj

	 


¼ uj; if nþ mvj
� �

=uj ¼ integer

0; otherwise

�
ð3Þ

in which n, m and lj are all integers governed by the
selection rule for the jth shell in the nanotube:

lj ¼
uj þ 2vj
� �

nþ 2 u2j þ v2j þ ujvj
� �

m

ujMj
ð4Þ

with Mj being the maximum common divisor of

(uj + 2vj) and (2uj + vj). The electron diffraction intensity

distribution is I(R, U, Z) = |F (R, U, Z)|2.
As a special case, for electron diffraction from single-

walled carbon nanotubes, the summation over j in

Eq. (1) disappears (N = 1) and so does the subscript j

in Eqs. (2)–(4).

Since the electron diffraction patterns of single-walled

carbon nanotubes always possess 2mm symmetry [17],

the 2mm symmetry will also be preserved in the electron

diffraction pattern from a multiwalled carbon nanotube
when there is no overlap of diffraction layer lines from

different shells of the nanotube. This is true if none of

the axial periodicities of the individual shells are com-

mensurate with each other. On the other hand, when
the ratio of the axial periodicities of two concentric

shells is a rational number, i.e., the two shells are com-

mensurate, some diffraction layer lines will coincide

and coherent interferences between the scattered elec-

tron waves from different shells will take place. The

interferences between two shells produce most profound
effect when the two shells have the same helicity. Under

this circumstance, the two shells have the same axial

periodicity and satisfy exactly the same selection rule gi-

ven in Eq. (4). Since the electron diffraction intensity dis-

tribution on each layer line due to one shell is usually

governed by a single Bessel function [17], the electron

diffraction intensity distribution on a common layer line

l0 due to both shells is

IðR;U; l0=cÞ ¼ v20f
2fju1Jn1ðpd1RÞj2 þ ju2Jn2ðpd2RÞj2

þ 2u1u2Jn1ðpd1RÞJn2ðpd2RÞ
� cos½ðn2 � n1ÞðUþ p=2Þ þ Du�g; ð5Þ

where v0 is a constant determined by Eq. (2), n1 and n2
are the orders of the Bessel functions that dominate the

intensity on layer line l0 from the two shells (u1, v1) and

(u2, v2), respectively, c is the common axial periodicity of

the two shells, and Du = u2�u1 (we have assumed that

these two shells have the same handedness, either both

right-handed or both left-handed). From Eq. (5), we ob-

tain that, when n1 and n2 have opposite oddity/evenness,
I(R,U + p,l0) 6¼I(R,U,l0), i.e., the electron diffraction pat-

tern will no longer have 2mm symmetry. Therefore, the

2mm symmetry breaks down under the condition that

n1�n2 is an odd number except that the observation is

set at certain special azimuth angles U = (Lp�Du)/
(n2�n1) (L is an integer). Otherwise, I(R,U +

p,l0) = I(R,U,l0), i.e., the whole electron diffraction pat-

tern will still have 2mm symmetry.
These rules can be extended to include more than two

shells of the same helicity to analyze the symmetry of the

electron diffraction patterns of multiwalled carbon

nanotubes for a general discussion.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1a shows a high-resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HREM) image of a multiwalled carbon

nanotube, which was taken with a transmission electron

microscope (TEM) (JEM-2010F) operated at 80 kV to

minimize possible electron irradiation damage to the

nanotube. The inner and outer diameters of this nano-

tube are about 2.2 nm and 5.5 nm, respectively. Though

the image resolution is lowered by operating the TEM at
80 kV (its optimum performance is obtained at 200 kV),

it is sufficient to resolve the graphene layers to reveal

that there are five walls in this carbon nanotube. An en-

larged portion of Fig. 1a is shown in Fig. 1b to help



Fig. 1. (a) High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HREM) image of a multiwalled carbon nanotube consisting of five concentric shells.

The inner diameter and outer diameter of this nanotube are 2.2 and 5.5 nm, respectively. Fringes of weaker contrast are Fresnel fringes. (b) A portion

the image in (a) is contrast-enhanced to show the five concentric shells. (c) Electron diffraction pattern of the carbon nanotube collected in an area of

12 nm�1 · 10 nm�1 in the reciprocal space. Twenty-five reflection layer lines show significant intensities and the three principal layer lines indicated

by white arrows come from two shells of the same helicity. The chiral indices of all the five shells of the nanotube were determined and are given in

Table 1. (d) Intensity profile of the enclosed layer line shown in (c) displaying the breakdown of 2mm symmetry. Solid line is the simulated intensity

profile.

Table 1

Atomic structure of the quintuple-walled carbon nanotube shown in

Fig. 1a determined from its electron diffraction pattern shown in Fig.

1c.

(u,v) Metal/Semiconductor Diameter (nm) Helicity (DEG)

(22,9) S 2.16 16.4

(33,6) M 2.85 8.2

(34,20) S 3.70 21.5

(53,12) S 4.69 10.0

(51,30) M 5.55 21.5
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reveal in more detail that the nanotube consists of five

concentric shells as indicated by the five sets of arrows

around the hollow core. An electron diffraction pattern

of this quintuple-walled carbon nanotube shown in Fig.
1c was obtained in the transmission electron microscope

(JEM-2010F) operated at 80 kV with the incident elec-

tron beam perpendicular to the tubule axis. In the area

of 12 nm�1 · 10 nm�1 displayed in Fig. 1c, we observed

25 layer lines of significant intensity, which can be clas-

sified into four groups by considering all the layer line

spacings, each group consisting of six layer lines plus

the equatorial layer line. Four helicities were identified
for this quintuple-walled nanotube. A close examination

of the diffraction intensities displayed in Fig. 1c reveals

that the diffraction intensities on the layer lines indicated

by the arrows have oscillating features. Since the three

layer lines belong to one helicity, more than one nano-

tube must have contributed to the diffraction intensity

on these layer lines, from which the helicity is deter-

mined to be 21.6�. We have assigned the chiral indices
for each shell of this quintuple-walled carbon nanotube

and the results are given in Table 1 using the method

that we have developed recently. The two shells,

(34,20) and (51,30), have the same helicity of 21.5�
which falls within the range of uncertainty in our

measurement.

Examination of the intensity distribution on these

layer lines indicates that the mirror symmetry about
equatorial plane or the axial direction is no longer pres-

ent in the layer lines marked with arrows and therefore

the whole diffraction pattern does not have 2mm sym-

metry. The breakdown of 2mm symmetry in the electron
diffraction pattern in Fig. 1c can be understood from

Eq. (5) and the rules developed above. For the three

principal layer lines (formed by the {100}* type princi-

pal reflections of graphene) indicated by arrows in Fig.

1c, the crystallographic indices of the three layer lines

from top to bottom are l1 = (2u + v)/M = 44,

l2 = (u + 2v)/M = 37, and l3 = (u � v)/M = 7, respec-

tively. For layer line l1, n1 = 20 and n2 = 30, respectively,
and n2�n1 = �10 is an even number. Therefore, the mir-

ror symmetry is preserved about the tubule axis for this

layer line. However, for layer lines l2 (n1 = 34, n2 = 51

and n2�n1 = 17) and l3 (n1 = �54, n2 = �81 and

n2�n1 = �27), the mirror symmetry breaks down, as
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shown in the electron diffraction pattern shown in Fig.

1c. Fig. 1d shows the intensity profile of the enclosed re-

gion (layer line l2) in Fig. 1c to illustrate the profound

asymmetry about the tubule axis. Calculated intensity

profile using Eq. (5) is plotted in solid line for compari-

son with the experimental data and they are in good
agreement.

We have also constructed a double-walled carbon

nanotube composed of two concentric shells of the same

helicity with chiral indices (34,20) and (51,30), respec-

tively, depicted as Fig. 2a, to perform numerical simula-

tions of the electron diffraction intensity distribution. By

varying the azimuth angle U in observation and the rel-

ative phase shift between the two shells, we have calcu-
lated a series of electron diffraction patterns from the

model structure. Fig. 2b displays a typical simulated

electron diffraction pattern which matches the experi-

mental data very well, where layer line l1 is symmetrical,

while layer lines l2 and l3 are asymmetrical about the

vertical axis and the equatorial plane.
Fig. 2. Simulated two-dimensional electron diffraction pattern of a

nanotube composed of two concentric shells of the same helicity with

chiral indices (34,20) and (51,30), respectively. (a) Side view of the

model structure of the nanotube. (b) Simulated electron diffraction

pattern of the model structure shown in (a). Arrows indicate intensities

that are no longer symmetrical about the equatorial plane and the

vertical central axis.
When two shells have commensurate periodicities but

different helicities in a multiwalled carbon nanotube, the

overlapping layer lines may not be necessarily the three

principal layer lines l1, l2, and l3 as shown schematically

in Fig. 2b. Though Eq. (5) is still valid, the experimen-

tally observed intensities on these layer lines are usually
much weaker than the principal layer lines, and there-

fore the loss of 2mm symmetry would not be as apparent

as in the case discussed above.
4. Conclusions

The 2mm symmetry of electron diffraction from mul-
tiwalled carbon nanotubes breaks down when coherent

interferences of the electron waves from two different

shells take place such as in the case when two shells

are of the same helicity but their chiral indices (u,v) have

opposite evenness/oddity. An experimental electron dif-

fraction pattern of a quintuple-walled carbon nanotube

has been analyzed to corroborate the theoretical analysis

of symmetry breaking, which is further demonstrated in
the simulated electron diffraction from a double-walled

carbon nanotube with both shells having the same helic-

ity. Observation of 2mm symmetry breaking in the elec-

tron diffraction pattern can also be very helpful to

resolve the atomic structure of multiwalled carbon

nanotubes.
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